For Per-Olov Löwdin

It is with pride and gratefulness that I am entering the stage
tonight. Proud to be given this opportunity and grateful for
having known a remarkable person that profoundly changed the
life of this guy from the iron belt in the woods of rural Sweden.
Upon signing the pivotal contract with the European Office of
Air Research and Development Command Löwdin posted
notices on bulletin boards inviting persons interested in
numerical calculations to contact him. This was in February
1957 and by April Jean-Louis Calais and I joined the audience of
the morning lectures. We joined the group as associates of the
Uppsala Quantum Chemistry Group after the summer vacations,
and in my case a wedding.
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It was an exciting start. I was told to read Fock, Dirac,
Corson and others on second quantization and to present a
seminar on this. Klaus Appel and I were told to create a
bookkeeping system that could handle the increased variety of
funding. The first electronic computer at Uppsala was on its way
and the group should move to Rundelsgränd 2.
Löwdin also felt compelled to spread his gospel
through a summer school at Vålådalen in the mountains of
Sweden. Gunnel and I were thus invited to join an exploratory
expedition to learn about the facilities and capacities of this
resort that is famous as a training ground for athletes of both
summer and winter sports. We skied up Ottfjället and I really
felt that I reached the top of the world.
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Löwdin had an extensive network of colleagues and
friends around the world. His brand of quantum chemistry
should also be known in Latin America and he negotiated with
the University of Florida at Gainesville a contract that would be
a base for such contacts. He was keen on infusing an Uppsala
spirit there and created a program of resident young swedes.
Klaus Appel, Jean-Louis Calais and I were offered the
first opportunity. Thus Gunnel, Johan and I boarded a brand
new Douglas DC8 at Copenhagen Airport for our first
transatlantic journey on Friday 13th May 1960 and took off at
13h13’. Crescent Beach was the goal on Sunday.
Jean-Louis, Klaus and I became the ones responsible
for the practical details in connection with first Winter Institute
and Sanibel Meeting.
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Two weeks at the proper Sanibel Island that had
been ravaged by hurricane Donna four months earlier offered
many challenges and became a memory for life. Beach seminars
were well attended and the crowded lectures at the hotel gift
shop was the site of livid discussions.
Those of us who experienced the huts on the Sanibel
beach can be struck by nostalgia at the amenities of modern
conference sites.
Sanibel Island that was chosen as the venue by
Löwdin and Jean-Louis remains the iconic landmark for a
conference format with late midnight sessions.
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Löwdin’s generous hospitality towards colleagues
and friends extended in particular to the young. Hiroyuki
Yoshizumi, who was a postdoctoral researcher at Uppsala
1956/7, assembled and co-authored the comprehensive
bibliography of papers on electron correlation was so pleased
with his stay in Sweden that his parents created, upon his all too
early death, a fund to allow Japanese hosts to reciprocate.
Löwdin, Shavitt, Öhrn and myself enjoyed a fine, traditional
dinner on tatami mats hosted by Kimio and Akiko Ohno and
Suni and Fukashi Sasaki. This was in connection with a
conference at Tomakomai in 1976 where several of the present
crowd were attending.
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Löwdin’s long and distinguished career was crowned
with the Jubeldoktor laurel in 1998, fifty years after having
earned the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with the thesis A
Theoretical Investigation into Some Properties of Ionic Crystals.
This honor is bestowed by Uppsala University on those who
have survived the fifty years. It also involves an inspirational
speech by one of the Jubeldoktors to the students who respond
by a salutatory address by the president of the student body.
Löwdin’s speech was truly excellent, possibly the
best I ever heard him give, and he was duly thanked by the
student president. She was also invited to a drink at the Löwdin
residence across from the main university building.
Uppsala University hosts a dinner at the castle in the
evening for all promotee.
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I deem myself fortunate to have been a family
member of a large, diverse, and international community
through an association with Pelle Löwdin. His ability to
formulate problems succinctly and to delineate solutions clearly
helped us all to proceed to develop and firmly ground quantum
chemistry as a discipline in its own right. He set an example for
leadership by trusting his associates with scientific freedom as
well as with responsibility for administrative, social, and
practical issues.
Löwdin devoted his life to science, both at his/our
Alma Mater and elsewhere. His teachings remain with us, from
the importance of overlap, natural orbitals, projection
operators, perturbation expansions, even group algebra, fat
symbols, proton tunneling, to the theory of aging.
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Lets raise our glasses! Skål!
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